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The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
Seychelles has a strong
International reputation
Conclusion
Dear Valued Shareholder, Client & Investor
Seychelles is in good standing with FATF.
Seychelles has not appeared on any blacklist globally. (i.e. money laundering, tax avoidance, base
In conclusion, PKF Capital has never been more confident in Seychelles as being the “go-to” investment
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We at PKF would like to put any concerns to rest and present to you with the facts about Seychelles and MERJ
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The term Regulated Market by definition is a fully licensed stock exchange and is the highest category of
More information on this can be found here.
regulated exchange globally.
The FATF has developed a series of recommendations that are recognised as the international standard for
MERJ Stock Exchange is a Regulated Market meeting the same criteria as the London Stock Exchange,
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MERJ is also an affiliate member of the World Federation of Exchanges (WFE), This is an elite global
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The rules and regulations of Seychelles, the FSA, and MERJ meet the highest standards globally.
& Frontier Forum at Bloomberg's London headquarters in June, you can see a small video on that here.
Seychelles is also largely compliant with OECD (which is the same bracket as the UK).
MERJ Exchange is also a market leader in Exchange Technology.
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